RA~SHEEBA FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS & THE ANSWERS
Q 1 (a & b)
1(a) Can I CHARGE for giving a RA~SHEEBA to a client and for holding
Workshops?
As we were told by Spirit, Ra~Sheeba was given freely. Many are now choosing the path
of working fulltime in the Spiritual Healing field. If your means of income for living is
doing Healing work, then it would be appropriate to charge for all Healing work that you
do, including Ra~Sheeba.
In holding Workshops, there are often charges for venues, printing of workbooks,
refreshments and other essentials that need to be taken care of. We charge these costs
when we conduct workshops, as we must maintain our balance of providing Spiritual
Healing and living in our human domain.
There are no “RULES” as to what is to be done. Each individual is capable to make that
decision and choice for themselves.
1(b) Once a person has been attuned into Ra~Sheeba - should they continue
using Ra~Sheeba and teaching it?
Ra~Sheeba is specifically to aid in the changing of one’s DNA and our Energy Field,
raising our vibration to work in line with the Crystal Path.
It is not an Energy Work that requires you to continually practice it once you have been
attuned to Master Level. It is an Energy Work that is resonating with many, as they are
Awakened and their Vibration lifted as we move to our true SELF.
There are those that feel drawn to Ra~Sheeba only to implement the changes in their
Field. They feel no need to continue using Ra~Sheeba and go on with what they have
been called to do. Having received Ra~Sheeba, their vibration has been lifted to the
higher changes that are taking place and the Crystalline Energy. That is all that they
need at this time.
There are other who love working with the Energy and love the offering of it and
teaching of it to others. Once the change in the DNA has been implemented, they find
they are moved to pass this on to many, to teach via workshops. This is wonderful. Many
are doing just this. Receiving Ra~Sheeba has been another part of the journey and
spiritual path taking them ‘to the next level’.
We each have to have peace about every choice we make on our own path and do what
is right for us. We do not want people pampering themselves to others, to do workshops
just because someone else is and they feel they must. We do not want people to expect
other to do what they feel they do not need to do. It has to be part of your service in
this Spiritual Awakening.
We are all on our own personal journey. Let us give with our heart, allow all to walk their
path in Universal Love. When Ra~Sheeba was give, we were told it would NOT be held
by ONE. It would be held by MANY. Ra~Sheeba has been given for Healing, for an
individual to accept this personally or pass on as their path leads them.
THE SYMBOLS HOWEVER, ARE NOT TO BE CHANGED.
KA-TOTH is ALWAYS used to open a session and ISIS is always used to close a
session. The Attunement Procedures were given to allow people to integrate the energy
gradually – it is VERY powerful energy and given specifically because the power of
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Ra~Sheeba is connected to the merging of our Male and Female and the becoming of
ONE within each person.
Until a child is at the stage of puberty, IT IS INAPPROPRIATE TO USE CERTAIN
SYMBOLS ON THEM.
In essence, we will be guided by Spirit, our Guides, and the Masters. We intuitively know
what to give at the appropriate time. The more we use the energy, we will find that we
are guided to sometimes only use specific symbols on a client – allow yourself to be
guided.
Q 2 Can the Protection Symbols be used in a Healing for someone not Attuned
into Ra~Sheeba?
YES. The Protection Section can be used for people not attuned to Ra~Sheeba.
REMEMBER – the ACTIVATION SYMBOL is for CHILDREN ONLY.
If you are sending a Ra~Sheeba to a country on behalf of the people of that country, or
sending the Activation Symbol to children of a country ….. you are required to do it for 7
days consecutively. For a client … it is only required once.
Q 3 Can the Symbols be changed if I feel they should be done a different way?
NO .... is the only answer here.
The Symbols were given to the Co-Founders and thus, if you feel a Symbol should be
changed, you need to discuss this with the Co-Founders Only
Q 4 What if I feel like using both hands .. Is that OK? (it would mean that I
don't follow the arrows on the diagrams of the Symbols)
This is another question we have been asked many times because of the drawing of the
Symbols using arrows to show direction in the Workbook and Manuals.
If you were left handed, you would naturally want to 'lead' with your left hand just as a
person who is right handed 'leads' with their right hand. Just this in itself will cause you
to draw circles etc in a different direction to the arrows.
We have 'discovered' that in the majority of cases, females will intuitively draw circles
anti-clockwise and males will intuitively draw them clockwise.
Some people intuitively will want to use both hands when drawing the Symbols and
doing healing/giving a Ra~Sheeba.
The arrows were put into the drawings AS A GUIDE - people often will naturally need to
be given a specific direction when learning something new. BUT .... as you begin to
intuitively 'see' the Symbols, to intuitively 'feel' the Symbols, as they begin to flow
naturally from you .... you will draw the Symbol as is right for you.
IT IS THE SYMBOL ITSELF THAT IS THE IMPORTANT THING. THAT CANNOT BE
CHANGED.
If you feel you need to draw clockwise and not anti-clockwise, if you feel you need to
draw a line up but the arrow says down .. draw it as it is natural for you, you are being
guided by Spirit and are only a vessel for the Energy to come through.
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Certainly in other Healing Modalities, Symbols, rituals etc MUST be done in a very
specific way 'or it doesn't work'. The only similarity with Ra~Sheeba is the Symbol ONLY
works if it is drawn as it looks, the actual drawing should flow from within you and you
should not be caught up with things like 'the arrow says that direction', 'I must do
Number 1 before Number 5'.
As Energy Workers .. it should be flowing from within us intuitively, and we should use
the workbooks and manuals as guides to learn and get a feel for the Symbols until they
come to us naturally.
Let the wonderful Pure Energy of Ra~Sheeba flow with Love.
Q 5 What should I do if I receive a Symbol while practicing Ra~Sheeba,
Meditating etc? One that I feel should be used as a Ra~Sheeba Symbol.
It would be appropriate to contact Merilyn Bretherick.
Merilyn has received many enquiries from around the world from people who have
received a symbol, or many. Some have received them while meditating, sleeping or
giving a Ra~Sheeba.
When contacting Merilyn, send through a drawing of your symbol or symbols, and she
will meditate and ask if this is to be part of Ra~Sheeba.
Some have been included into Ra~Sheeba, but the majority are symbols that have come
through to you as your own personal symbol.
Until you hear from Merilyn, DO NOT included it/them in any Ra~Sheeba work.
Q 6 Do you have to be a REIKI MASTER to be Attuned into Ra~Sheeba?
No you do not have to be a Reiki Master or attuned to Reiki.
In the beginning, when Ra~Sheeba first was given back to mankind, with so few holding
the Energy at that time, it was a recommendation to be a Reiki Master or of a similar
vibration to ve able to hold the Energy.
Ra~Sheeba has filtered out around the world with many Masters in around 24 countries
holding and working with the Energy. Peop;le that are drawn, that resonate with
Ra~Sheeba, are at a vibration that they are able to hold the Energy and be Attuned
even if they have not done Reiki or a similar Energy work. Many are awakening to their
past and know this is part of their jourey.
Many who are attuned to Reiki find they resonate with Ra~Sheeba.
CAN WE MIX REIKI AND RA~SHEEBA SYMBOLS IN A SESSION
NO .. you CANNOT MIX Reiki and Ra~Sheeba Symbols.
From experience and testimonials, Ra~Sheeba is an Energy of a much higher vibration
and power than Reiki. This is because of it working on our DNA structure, our Energy
Field and the Crystalline Energy of Earth and Universe. It is also not used like Reiki in
that you NEED to give it to a client continuously.
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Many that have been attuned to Ra~Sheeba, continue to then practice Reiki and not go
on and practice Ra~Sheeba. This is RIGHT and CORRECT FOR THEM and their journey.
Ra~Sheeba aided the change in their DNA as they move on their path, but they may
have a passion for Reiki and healing people with Reiki.
REMEMBER - we are all working towards Universal Love and Healing. And we all
resonate and practice what is right for us.
Allow ALL to be where they are as this is the perfect place for them to be.
Q 7 How can I be Attuned if I am in a DIFFERENT COUNTRY?
Receiving an Attunement from someone in another Country is called Absent Attunement.
All Masters will learn how to Attune in Absence and will be able to do this.
If you resonate with Ra~Sheeba and would like to be attuned in Absence, you will need
to let the Master doing the Attunement know:Your Full Name
Your Town/City/Country
Two times when you have 30 min's each time to receive an Attunement.
(one for Level One and one for Master)
If you would like to be attuned after reading about Ra~Sheeba on the website and
resonate with the Energy, but do not know anyone practicing Ra~Sheeba, please use the
Form on the Contact Us page to contact the Co-Founder of Ra~Sheeba, Merilyn
Bretherick.
Merilyn will be delighted to Attune you, and if she knows of anyone in your area/country,
she will put you in contact with a Master close to you if you would like to learn how to
practice Ra~Sheeba.
Q 8 Can Children receive a Ra~Sheeba session or The Dragon Voice?
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Q 9 The AH-THON Symbol. Do I need to use any of the Reiki Symbols or other
method to connect with the other Master of Ra~Sheeba (or partner if they are a
Ra~Sheeba Master)? Where do I draw the Ah-Thon Symbol? How long does this
combining of two with the Ah-Thon last?
The Ah-Thon is activated, like ALL Ra~Sheeba Symbols and sessions, by using Ka-Toth
to open and The Door and The Seal of ISIS to close. No Exception!
The Ah-Thon is a beautiful Symbol that was given firstly to Peter and myself. We used it
in the very beginning of the Ra~Sheeba and our relationship. We did not share it with
anyone at that stage, but began to have amazing results. There could be no secrets
between us. Even if you wanted to keep a 'secret' to yourself, the other person would
just 'know'. So be careful with how you use this. :)
We were told at a later stage to include it for others to use .. and so it is now part of the
Workbook. If you no longer wish the Symbol to connect you, then just draw it again and
put an 'X' through it.
It is lovely to do together if possible when connecting. Draw the Symbol in front of each
other and then place your palm on the heart and the other on the Third Eye of your
partner. Stay with it for a while and feel the energy activate.
If you are not able to be in the presence of the other Master, draw it in front of you and
bring it into the Third Eye and the Heart with both hands. Trying to arrange to do it at
the same time will help.
I hope this has helped explain about the Ah-Thon Symbol and how to use it.
With lots of Love, Joy and Peace, Merilyn.
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